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The Problem

Deliverability can be a problem....





No matter how good your product.

Or offer…

Or message...



You’ll never get every prospect to 
open your email or engage.





Who does this work for?



The reason we tracked this segment 
was to IMPROVE deliverability to 

our other prospects.
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So what did this message look like to 
these older, disengaged list 

members look like?



The Message





Our copy...
Hey {firstname},

I just wanted to reach out to you about helping you build relationships and book appointments with your top prospects on LinkedIn - with 
minimal work on your end. We’ll do all of the heavy lifting.

This is done through custom designed LinkedIn messaging campaigns that are built to nurture your qualified prospects to a point where they 
accept a call or meeting with you or a member of your team. And yes, I really mean qualified, because YOU will get to review every single contact 
before we send them any messages..

We are offering a significant discount on our done-for-you LinkedIn services to a few of our subscribers as part of a market test. There’s not a 
finite end date to this offer but I can tell you that it won’t be for very long.

If I was to get you on the phone with 12-15 prospects each month, worst case scenario, how many do you think would become a client? Most of 
my clients will be between 1-3, but what do you think?  Over 12 or 24 or 36 months with this service….generating these results month after 
month...what do you think the return would be for you?  If it's significant...then it would be worth us having a conversation.

I’d love to jump on a quick call with you this week to see if this is a good fit for you.  How does your week look?

You can see my calendar (and book a time if you'd like) here: http://www.scheduleyou.in/mWAWN7

Thanks!

Nick



How can I make it my own?
Hey {firstname},

I just wanted to reach out to you about <insert big outcome result you help prospects achieve> - with minimal work on your end. We’ll do all of 
the heavy lifting.

<brief explanation AND overcome an objection the prospect might have...address a frequently asked question>

We are offering a significant discount on <create a limited time offer - add scarcity> There’s not a finite end date to this offer but I can tell you that 
it won’t be for very long.

<Show them their outcome...and ask a question>  If it's significant...then it would be worth us having a conversation.

I’d love to jump on a quick call with you this week to see if this is a good fit for you.  How does your week look?

You can see my calendar (and book a time if you'd like) here: <calendar link>

Thanks!

Nick



The Results



Should I do this to everyone?



Any questions ?
You can find us in the:

◉ LS Platinum Group
◉ Please allow 24 hours for the replay to be 

posted on the site.

Thanks!


